
Marketing Funnel
for eCommerce



Why should you use
Marketing Funnel for your
eCommerce business?

Build a consistent connection with visitors

Respond in a relevant and personalized way to
visitor's needs or requests 

Send the right message at the right time and in the
right tone 

Acquire new customers and maintain them  

Reduce the time between consumer interest and
purchase



Marketing Funnel for
eCommerce
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Stage 1

Awareness



WHAT?
Get your products in front of the right

people. 

WHY?
Bring in a steady flow of potential

customers. The more users you attract, the

higher the chance they'll consider you when

they need your products or services. 

HOW?
Paid and organic content.



Value proposition
A quick and clear understanding by users about your
business and the value you offer. 

List product categories
With the possibility to combine several products in
one ad.

Promote offers
Catch user's attention with special discounts and
sales. Tempt users with a call-to-action like the
"Get Offer" button.

Promote Content
Helps avoid hard-selling and advertise to a relevant
audience.

Paid Ads 

ADVANTAGES



Create content and attract visitors on Social Media. It doesn't have to be lengthy blog
posts or webinars.

EXAMPLES

Tipsheet
Checklist
Subject kit
How-to video
Infographics
Slideshow
Podcast
Tutorial
Glossary
Data Visualization
Interview
Template
Contest
User generated content

Organic (Non-Paid)



Stage 2

Interest



Social proof across channels

Optimize product page(s) 

Email marketing to promote products

WHAT?
Visitors are considering buying from you.

Make things easy for them. Start subtle

promotions with email marketing/

compelling copies on the website.

WHY?
Make them take the next action and add a

product to their cart or wishlist.

HOW?



Customer testimonials (quickly impress +
easily convert).
User-generated content (increase credibility
by showing products in action).

Make it part of your subject line.
Direct quotes from reviews/ positive
feedback received.

Powerful at emphasizing the value that
customer get by buying your products.

On-site

Email marketing

Paid ads

Social Proof Across Channels



To easily relate to the problem.

Avoid generic CTAs (prospects in
different stages have different needs).
Choose CTAs that provide value (Gift
Now or Treat Yourself are more powerful
than Buy Now).

Unexpected extra costs make 53% of
visitors abandon their carts.
Explain your shipping and return policies
as clearly as possible.

Product Descriptions

Calls-to-action

Shipping and Return info

Optimize Product Page(s)



At this stage, prospects are ready to hear
more about your products.

Email Marketing

Avoid too salesy emails

Offer product recommendations

Add some personalization by tracking
their clicks and categories

Include social proof and best-sellers



Stage 3

Purchase



On-site messages

Influencing visitors during checkout

Send trigger-based emails

WHAT?
Visitors have their products in the cart or

wishlist. All they need is to complete the

transaction.

WHY?
Motivate people who have interest in your

product to finalize their shopping journey

and place an order.

HOW?



Distinguishing between first-time visitors,
subscribers, and returning visitors to create
targeted campaigns is a must. 

On-site Messages

Exit intent campaigns are powerful to
capture abandoning visitors and
convert them with discounts or email
marketing.

Never take leads for granted,
especially with a cart abandonment
rate of 70%.



A checkout page with multiple payment
options + persuasive CTAs.

Consider using the power of free
shipping.

Combine on-site messages with product
recommendations. 

Offer freebies at checkout and ask if they
want to get another sample for some
extra dollars.

Influence Visitors During Checkout

A critical step, you can either turn them into (loyal) customers or lose them. 



Discount strategies for abandoned carts
is a powerful tool if well-applied. 

Encourage visitors to add products to a
wishlist and remind them about the
items using automated emails. 

When visitors fear missing out on a
product, they get more encouraged to
buy it. 

Send Trigger-based Emails

Data gathered through cookies about every page visited, link clicked, and product
added is valuable information about subscribers.



Stage 4

Repeat



Promote the loyalty program

Referral marketing

Keep customers engaged

WHAT?
Your prospect is now at the bottom of the

funnel. At this stage, you want to make

them return and buy again.

WHY?
Returning customers are 9 times more likely

to convert than a first-time visitor and even

spend more per transaction.

HOW?



A Thank You page can
skyrocket conversion rates. 

Optimize thank you pages (ask
for referrals, survey, etc...).

Promoting loyalty programs on
thank you pages increase
customer lifetime value.

Promote the Loyalty Program



Offer valuable incentives (discount
on the next order, store credit, free
samples, gift cards).

Make sure there's a reward for the
new customer too.

Consider providing different
channel options for referrals.

Referral Marketing

Happy customers will drive many more sales. 84% of shoppers trust recommendations
from people they know.



Email marketing is a powerful
tool here (express
appreciation, birthday
messages, or share company
insights as social proof).

Consider adding incentives.

Keep Customers Engaged

32% of first-time customers will make
a second one purchase.
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